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A PROOF OF THE MOST GENERAL POLYHEDRAL
SCHOENFLIES CONJECTURE POSSIBLE

LESLIE C. GLASER

Here, it is shown that if Mn is an %-manifold triangu-
lated as a locally finite simplicial complex and Nk is a closed
subcomplex of intMn that is also a topological λ>manifold,
then Nk is topologically locally flat in Mn provided n-k Φ 2
and each of Nk and Mn is a simplicial homotopy manifold.
This result not only generalizes all known results to date,
but also either includes the most general case, where no
further assumptions on the triangulations are made, or
the general case is false in a very strong sense. That
is, if some triangulated topological ??-manifold is not a
simplicial homotopy ^-manifold, then there exist, for some
m, a triangulated m-sphere Σ and PL (m — l)-and (m + 1 >
spheres S and ^ , respectively, such that Σ is a subcomplex
of &, S is a subcomplex of Σ, &—Σ = Uu V, where U is
homeomorphic to Em+ί

9 but π^V) Φ 0, and S bounds a PL m-
ball B in Σ, but πx (Σ—B) Φ 0. The main result is obtained
by noting some results related to double suspensions of
homotopy 3-and 4-spheres and showing that each open
simplex of such a triangulation, as above, is topologically
flat in the given manifold.

By the Polyhedral Schoenflίes Conjecture we will mean the fol-
lowing conjecture:

If the ^-sphere Sn is triangulated as a simplicial complex and
K is a subcomplex of Sn such that K is topologically homeomorphic
to Sn~\ then K is topologically flat in Sn (i.e., (Sn, K) is topological-
ly homeomorphic, as pairs, to (ΣΛn, An), where Σ denotes suspension
and Δn is the standard ^-simplex).
More generally, we consider the following conjecture:

If Mn is a closed topological ^-manifold that is triangulated as
a simplicial complex, Nk is a subcomplex of Mn and is also a closed
topological fc-manifold, and n — k Φ 2, then Nk is topologically locally
flat in Mn.

If the triangulation of Mn and the induced triangulation of Nk

are both PL triangulations, then it is well-known that the conclusion
holds ([1] and [17]). In fact, in this case, if n — k ^ 3, then Nk is
PL locally flat in Mn [17]. If k = n - 1 and both Nn~' and Mn are
star manifolds (an w-star manifold is a triangulated manifold such
that the link of each (n-k-1)-simplex is a Λ -star manifold topologically
homeomorphic to Sk), then the conclusion follows by [1]. If n-k ̂  3
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and both Nk and Mn are star manifolds, the result follows from [15].
If k = n-1, Mn is an n-star manifold and N*1"1 is an (n-l)-dimensional
L-complex (an L-complex is a complex K such that, for each simplex
σ e K, Σ (lk(σ, K)) is homeomorphic to a topological sphere of dimen-
sion = dim if-dim σ), the conclusion follows from [12]. It also follows
by [1] and [15], that if the second conjecture is valid, then the Poly-
hedral Schoenflies Conjecture holds, and if Sk^Nk c Mn f^Sn(^ denotes
topologically homeomorphic), then (Mn, Nk) ** (ΣH~kJk+i, Ak+ι).

By a simplicial homotopy n-manifold Mn we will mean a locally
finite simplicial complex such that the link of each (n-k-1)-simplex
of Mn is a complex homotopy equivalent to Sh. Here (in Theorems
1 and 3), we show that if M" is a simplicial homotopy n-manifold,
Nk is a simplicial homotopy A -manifold that is a subcomplex of Mn,
n-k Φ 2, and for n or k = 4, we also assume that the given com-
plexes are topological manifolds, then Nk is topologically locally flat
in M\ Thus, if Sk « NkaMn w S%, n-& ^ 2, and each of ΛΓ* and
Mn is a simplicial homotopy manifold, then (Mn, Nk)^{Σn-kΔk+\ >+ 1).

In Theorem 4, we show that this is the best result possible in that
the above results either include the general case, or the general case
is false. That is, we show that if the second conjecture is false for
some Nk c Mn, then one of Nk or Mn is a triangulated manifold
that is not a simplicial homotopy manifold. Moreover, if there exists
any closed triangulated topological n-manifold that is not a simplicial
homotopy n-manifold, then the Polyhedral Schoenflies Conjecture is
false (for some m) (refer to Theorem 4). In fact, there would exist
counterexamples to the polyhedral Schoenflies problems of both type
I and type II considered in [6].

It follows by [14], that if n Φ 4, then any simplicial homotopy
w-manifold is actually a topological w-manifold (we include a proof of
this fact here in Remark 2). In Theorem 2, we show that if Mn is
a simplicial homotopy n-manifold (n ^ 5) or is a triangulated closed
topological n-manifold (n ^ 4), then each open simplex of Mn is
topologically locally flat in Jlf\ We also should note that if Mn is
a simplicial homotopy n-manifold and σn~k~ι e Mn, then Lk — lk{σn~k~\
Mn) is a PL A-sphere for k ^ 2, is a PL homotopy 3-sphere for k — 3,
is a simplicial homotopy 4-manifold homotopy equivalent to S4 for
k = 4, and is a simplicial homotopy yfc-manifold topologically homeo-
morphic to Sk for k ;> 5. Furthermore, ΣL4 ^ Sδ (refer to the proof
of Corollary 2) and Σ2U ** S5 (refer to Remark 1). (Also, see [8] or
[14].) However, it is not known whether ΣL3 is homeomorphic to S4,
and it is not known whether L4 is a topological 4-manifold. In any
event, a simplicial homotopy n-manifold is more general than the n-
star manifolds of [1], or the n-dimensional L-complexes of [12]; and
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they may be more restrictive than the concept of a triangulated
topological w-manifold. (We note, if Mn is a triangulated topological
w-manifold and Lk = lk(σn~k~\ Mn), where σn~k-1 e Mn, then Σn~kLk^Sn

(refer to [12] or [8]) and Lk is homologically equivalent to Sk; thus
a triangulated topological manifold can be thought of as a simplicial
homology manifold.)

The concept of simplicial homotopy -^-manifold extends to com-
plexes having a boundary in the obvious way. In [4], it is shown
that if (1) Mι and M2 are connected simplicial homotopy ^-manifolds,
where n ^ 6 (and both may have a boundary) or where n — 5 and
BdM, = BdM2 = φ, (2) / : (Mu BdM,) -> (M21 BdMz) is a PL mapping
such that all point-inverses of / and of (/1 BdM^ are compact and
contractible, and (3)e: Mγ—» (0, °°) is a continuous function, then
there is a topological homeomorphism h:Mt-->M2 such that d(h(x),
f{x)) < ε(a?) for all x e Mt.

In [8], the significance of the following seemingly restrictive
question is noted:

Simplified Double Suspension Problem. Does there exist, for
some integer n ^ 4, a finite contractible subcomplex K of a PL
triangulation of E^ such that π1(En-K) Φ 0, but (En/K) x ί/1 is
locally Euclidean?

In particular, the equivalence of the following three statements
are proven in [8]:

( i ) The answer to the Simplified Double Suspension Problem is
always NO;

(ii) For all n ^ 4 and all k 7> 0, no (k + l)-suspension of any
nonsimply connected PL homology (n — l)-sphere (i.e., a closed PL
(n — l)-manifold having the homology groups of Sn~ι) is a manifold
(= is homeomorphic to Sn+k); and

(iii) every triangulated topological ^-manifold is a simplicial
homotopy w-manifold.

In fact, if it can be shown that every closed triangulated to-
pological manifold is locally flat on the interior of each 1-simplex,
the ( i ) , (ii) and (iii) above hold, and every closed triangulated to-
pological manifold is locally flat on each open simplex of the trian-
gulation.

We now give some additional definitions and notation. We will
use = to denote PL homeomorphic (recall ^ denotes topological equiva-
lence). If X is a compact space, ΣX denotes the suspension of
X(i.e., X x [-1, 1]/X x {-1}, X x {1}). Σ2X = Σ(ΣX). If X is not
compact, we will only consider the case where I c Γ , 7 compact, and
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ΣX will be the natural subsuspension of ΣY. C^X will denote the
cone over X (i.e., X x [0, 1]/X x {1}), and O^X will denote the open
cone over X (i.e., O^X = (<JfX) - X).

En will denote Euclidean w-space, Sn will denote a space home-
omorphic to the unit ^-sphere in En+ι, and Bn will denote a space
homeomorphic to the unit w-ball in En. Δn will denote the standard
^-simplex and An the boundary of Δn. T2 will denote the 2-torus
S1 x S1. By a triangulation of a topological manifold M, we will
mean a pair (K, h), where K is a locally finite simplicial complex and
h is a homeomorphism carrying | K | onto Λf. However, we will
always suppose that the pair (K, h) is already given, and will con-
sider h (I K I) = M as both a topological manifold and as a complex,
without ever mentioning K or Λ. For example, we call the complex
Sn (or Bn) a PL n-sphere (w-ball), if some subdivision of S%(£%) is
simplicially isomorphic to a subdivision of z/n+1 (zί%) (i.e., if Sn ~ Jn+ί

and Bn = Jn). A manifold M is a PL ^-manifold, or is a PL trian-
gulated w-manifold, if for every vertex v e M, lk(v, M) is a PL(^-l)-
ball, or is a PL (w-l)-sphere, depending on whether v e BdM, or not.

We write (X, Y) p& (A, B), if there exists a homeomorphism h
carrying X onto A such that h carries the subset Y of X onto the
subset B of A. If Nk is a A -manifold contained in the ^-manifold
Mn, we say Nk is topologically locally flat in Mn, if for every point
x e Nk, there exists a neighborhood U of a? in ikP such that

(17, U Π Nk) ^ (E*, Ek)

(we will only consider locally flat embeddings where BdNk ~BdMn —

φ). We say Sn~ι c Sn is topologically flat if (Sn, Sn~ι) & {ΣAn, Δn).

Finally, we denote the join of two complexes K and L by K* L.

2* Results related to double suspensions of homotopy 3-
spheres*

PROPOSITION 1. Suppose L2 is a PL 2-sphere contained as a sub-
complex of a PL homotopy 3-sphere L3, S2 is a PL 2-sphere contained
as a subcomplex of a PL %-sphere S3, and h:L2 —> S2 is a homeomor-
phism carrying L2 onto S2. Then there exists a homeomorphism
H: Σ2L3-+ Σ2S3 carrying Σ2LZ onto Σ2S3 such that H carries the sus-
pension circle of ΣZLZ onto the suspension circle of Σ2S3, H]τ2Lz is
a homeomorphism carrying Σ2L2 onto Σ2S2, and H]L2 = h. (Also, see
Corollary 4.3 of [10].)

Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem III. 3.2 of
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[8], and for completeness, we will briefly indicate some of the ideas
here.

We express U as the union of two PL homotopy cells F\ and
F\, where U = F\ U F\ and F\ Π F\ = L\ Also, we let S3 = B\ U B\,
where SJ Π -BJ = S2. It follows from the proof of Theorem III. 3.1 of
[8] that the homeomorphism h x id. τi\ U x T2 —+ S2 x T 2 extends to
homeomorphism HΪ. F\ x T2-+B\x Γ 2 (i = 1 and 2).

In Theorem III. 3.2 (conclusion (i)) of [8], we note that these
homeomorphisms induce homeomorphisms J3<: i*73 x E2—>B\ x E2(i = l
and 2) such that HilL2XE2 — A x id. ̂  and each iϊ, is bounded on the
E2 factor. These, in turn (Theorem III. 3.2 (conclusion (ii)) of [8]),
induce natural homeomorphisms H^ Σ2F\ —> Σ2B\ (ί—1 and 2) such
that ίZί carries the suspension circle of Σ2F\ to the suspension circle
of Σ2B\ and HU^L2 ~H2lΣ2L2 is the natural suspension homeomorphism
extending h carrying Σ2L2 onto Σ2S2.

We now define H: Σ2U -> Σ2S3 by J ? , ^ - #< ( i = l and 2).

REMARK 1. It follows from the above that if F3 is a homotopy
3-cell and B* is a PL 3-cell such that BdBz = BdF* = S2, then
Σ2F3 ρ& Σ2B* by a homeomorphism that is the identity on Σ2S3. (This
fact is also noted in [14] and a complete proof is given in [8].)
Moreover, it follows that Σ2H3 = α * ( 6 * i ϊ 3 * c ) * d ^ α * ( δ * S 3 * c ) * r f —
Σ2S3, so that a*b*c*d is carried to itself by the identity map.
Hence,

(Oί?H3) x E1« I72!/"3 - {α * c* d} ̂  J Ή 3 - {α * c * d} ** (O^S3) x ΐ/1

by homeomorphisms, so that b x Eι is carried to itself by the identity
map. Thus, if U is a simplicial homotopy 4-manifold, then U x Eι

is a 5-manifold. That is, if v is a vertex of L\ then

st (v, U) x E1^ {O3f(lk(v, L4))} x E1 ^ E5

(since lk(v, U) is a PL homotopy 3-sphere). (Also see [14].)

COROLLARY 1. If L3 is a PL homotopy S-sphere contained as a
subcomplex of a simplicial homotopy 4-manifold L\ then L3 x Eι is
locally flat in L* x E1 (recall L4 x Eι is a topological 5-manifold).
Moreover, if L3 c L4 is as above, and O^L3 ?& J574 and L4 is homotopy
equivalent to S\ then (O^L\ OΊ^L3) is homeomorphic as pairs to
(E5, 2?4), where 0^L3 c O^ 7 L 4 is the natural embedding as an open
subcone and £ 4 = £ 4 x 0 c Eb.

Proof. Let ΣL4 — v*L4*w be the suspension of L4 from the
vertices v and w. Then ΣL3 = v*L3*w is a subcomplex of ΣL4.
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Clearly, (ΣL4 — {v\J w}9 ΣU — {v U w}) is homeomorphic as pairs to
(L4 x E\ U x Ev). Let / denote the natural homeomorphism carrying
the former pair onto the latter pair.

Let x denote an arbitrary vertex of U c ZΛ Then lk(x, U) = L2

is a PL 2-sphere and lk(x, L4) = U is a PL homotopy 3-sphere. We
now think of the pair (L3, L2) as the pair (L3, L2) of Proposition 1.
For the pair (S\ S2) of Proposition 1, we use the standard (3, 2)-sphere
pair (i.e., (S\ S2) = (ΣΔ\ A3)). We now claim that the fact that
L3 x E1 is locally flat in L4 x E1 follows immediately from Proposition
1.

That is, by Proposition 1, there exists a homeomorphism

H: (ΣΦ, Σ2L2,12) > (Σ2S\ Σ2S\ S2) ,

carrying the first suspension circle to the second suspension circle in
a natural way. Hence, thinking of ΣΦ as v*(x*L3*y)*w and Σ2S3

as a * (b * S3 * c) * d, H can be defined so as to carry v * x * y * w linearly
onto the suspension circle a * b * c * d, with (v, x, y, w) going to (α, δ,
c, d). Now \{v*{x*D*y)*w) — (v*y*w)] is homeomorphic to

(v * [(#*L3) — L3] * w) — {v U w) c v * (x * L3) * w c v * I/4 * w — JL 4

in a natural manner. Let us denote the homeomorphism going from
the former expression to the first given subset of ΣL4 by g. Let

Then the composition

fogok: ((Σ2S3) - (α*c*d), (Σ2S2) - (a*c*d)) > (L4 x E\ U x E1)

shows that f((v*[(x*L2) - L2]*tt;) - {v U w}) aU x E1 is locally flat
in L4 x J571. Since, as x varies over the vertices of L3, these open
subsets of L3 x E1 form an open cover of U x E\ it follows that
U x ΐ?1 is locally flat in U x E^1.

We now want to show that {O^L4, 0^U)^{E\ E4), if O^U^E4

and L4 is homotopy equivalent to S4. Since L4 x Eι is a 5-manifold,
it follows from [12] (or [8], Theorem III. 3.3, (3)), that ΣL4^E5 and
hence O^L4 ρ& E6. If v denotes the vertex of O^L4, since

(Ocέ?L4 - M, O^L3 - H ) ^ (L4 x

it follows from the above, that O^U c O^L4 is closed embedding
of E4 in E'5 that is locally flat modulo the point vzO^U. By [11],
it follows that O^U is flat in OC^L4. Hence,

COROLLARY 2. Suppose N4 is a simplicial homotopy 4-manifold
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contained as a subcomplex of the simplicial homotopy 5-manifold M5.
If N4 is a topological 4-manifold, then N4 is topologically locally
flat in Mδ.

Proof. Let v denote an arbitrary vertex of N4. We denote
lk(v,N4) by U and lk(v, Mδ) by L\ Then st(v, N4) == v*U and
st(v, M5) = v*L4. Since N4 is a topological 4-manifold, O^U P* E4.
By [14], Mδ is a topological 5-manifold. (Actually, this is easy to
see as follows: Since L4 is the link of a vertex of M\ it is a
simplicial homotopy 4-manifold that is homotopy equivalent to S4. By
Remark 1, L4 x E1 is a 5-manifold and by Corollary 1, O^L4^E\
Thus st(v,M6)p**E6, for each vertex v in Λfβ, and M5 is a topological
5-manifold.)

Thus, by Corollary 1, (O^L4, O^U) ™ (E\ E4). Since v was an
arbitrary vertex of N4 and the open stars of vertices of N4 form an
open cover of N4, it follows that N4 is locally flat in M5.

Remark 2. It is now easy to see that any simplicial homotopy
^-manifold Mn is a topological ^-manifold, provided n Φ 4. That is,
for n ^ 3, it is trivial to see that simplicial homotopy ^-manifolds are
PL ^-manifolds. For n — 5, the result follows from the comments
above. For n ^ 6, the result follows by induction, since lk(v, Mn) —
Ln~ι is a simplicial homotopy (^-1)-manifold that is homotopy equiva-
lent to Sn~ι. Since nΛ ^ 5, Ln~~ι is a topological (^-1)-manifold by
induction, and by [5], L""1 ^ S*"1. We recall, the problem when
n — 4, is that it is unknown whether the suspension of an arbitrary
homotopy 3-sphere is topologically S4 or not.

3* Crossing with T2 and results related to simplicial Homo-
topy 4-manifolds*

PROPOSITION 2. Suppose K is a contractible finite homogeneous
A-complex (i.e., every simplex of K lies in some 4-dimensional simplex
of K) such that the boundary of K (mod 2), say U, is a PL homotopy
3-sphere and K x E2 is a 6-manifold with boundary L3 x E2. Then
there exists a homeomorphism h: LzxT2—*SzxT2 and a homeomorphism
H: K x T2->B4 x T2 (BdB4 = S3) extending h such that

H*: πλ{K x T2) > π,{B4 x T2)

commmutes with the projection to π^

Proof. Let Bz denote a PL 3-ball in U and let F* = L3-int B\
Then F3 is a PL homotopy 3-cell with BdF3 = BdB\ Let
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i: BdF3-+BdB3 denote the identity homeomorphism. By Theorem
III, 3.1 of [8], the identity homeomorphism

i x id. T2i BdF3 x T2 > BdB3 x T2

extends to a homeomorphism h: F3 x T2-+B3 x T2. In fact, if
j\: BdF3 x [0, 1)-+FZ defines a collar of BdF3 in F3 and, thinking
of £ 3 as a cone v*BdB\ j2: BdB3 x [0, 1) -> (v*BdB3) - {v}aB3 is
the natural homeomorphism, then the homeomorphism

h: F3x T2 >B3 x T2

can be chosen so that for some t, 0 < t < 1, hijιiBdFsxίOtt2)xτ^ is the
following composition of homeomorphisms

j\(BdF3 x [0, «]) x Γ2 ̂ ί H ( 5 d F . x [0, ί]) x Γ

x [0, ί]) x T2 ~ά-^j2{BdBz x [0, t]) xT2aBzxT2.

Clearly A :̂ π ^ F 3 x T2) —>πλ{Bz x T2) commutes with the projection to

Let j3: [t/2, t] —> [̂ /2, 1] be the linear homeomorphism sending t/2
to ί/2 and ί to 1. Let ίc: F3 —> B3 denote the homotopy equivalence
defined by

(j2 o (i x id. [0)f]) o j-ι(f, s) if X = j\(f, S),

feBdF3, se[0, ί/2],

k M = J J 2 ° ^ x ^ ° ̂ Γ l ^ ' s) if a? = ii(/, s),
w 1 feBdF3, β

if a? G F 3 - i ^ d F 3 x [0, ί)),
where V G S 3 = V*BdB3.

Let k: F3 x T2 —± B3 x T2 be the homotopy equivalence defined by
fc = k x id. r 2 . We note that k = h on j\(BdF3 x [0, t/2]) x T2 = Z.
Also, it is not too difficult to see that h is homotopic mod Z to k.
(That is, h is clearly homotopic mod Z to a map £': F3x T2->B3x Tz

such that fc' = ft on j\(BdF3 x [0, ί]) x T2 and

x T2) - {j^BdF3 x [0, ί)) x T2} c {T;} X T2 .

By taking a large enough 2m-fold covering of each of F3 x T2 and
B3 x T2, if necessary, we can suppose we have covering maps, which
we still call h, ft, and ft' with properties as above, so that projection
on the T2 factor moves points less than any pre-assigned small
number. But then, ft' will clearly be homotopic to ft

mod {j\(BdF3 x [0, t\) x T2} .
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Let G: F3 x T 2 x [0, 1] -> B3 x T2 denote a homotopy mod Z between h
and fc, where Go = h and (?! = fc. Clearly, fe extends to a homeomor-
phism h: L3 x T2 -+ S3 x T2. That is, thinking of S 3 as 2B\ the double
of B3, h extends by the identity homeomorphism (recall U = ί73 U i?3)
Similarly, fc extends to a homotopy equivalence &:L3 x T 2 —*S3 x T 2

such that & = /*, on Z [J (B3 x T2). Also, G extends to a homotopy
G: L3x T2 x [0, 1] — S 3 x T 2 such that Go = h and Gx - k.

We now suppose that B4 is a 4-ball such that BdB4 = S 3 . Since
if is contractible and B* is contractible, the map

k U id. £s: L 3 ( - F3 U B3)^S3(=B3 U £ 3 )

extends to a homotopy equivalence g: K—>B\ Let #: if x T2—>B4 x T2

be the homotopy equivalence defined by g = g x id. T2. We note g — k
on Bd(K x T2) = L3x T2. Let j s : UxT2x [0, 3] — iΓ x T2 be a collar
of L3 x T2 in ΛΓ x T2 [1] (since K x E2 is a 6-manifold with boundary
L3 x E2, Kx T2 is a 6-manifold with boundary L3 x T2). By making
use of the maps h x id. [ M ] , G, and ^ we can define a homotopy
equivalence

H:Kx T2 >B4 x T2 ,

extending h: L3 x T2-+S3 x T2, such that H\j3(L3 x T2 x [0, 1]) is
a homeomorphism. That is, we "apply", in the appropriate manner,
h x id. [0 o on i 3 (^ 3 x T2 x [0, 1]), G on j\(L3 x T2 x [1, 2]), and 0 on
(ίΓx T2) -j\(L3x T2x [0,2)).

^ * : TΓ^X x T2) > πt{B4 x T2)

commutes with projection to π^T2), since h*: π^L3 x T^—^π^S3 x T2)
does.

The claim is now, by applying the techniques of the purely
geometrical proof of Theorem III. 3.1 of [8], we can define a home-
omorphism H:Kx T2-+B4 x T2 so that for some ί, 0 < t < 1, H = 3
on j\(L3 x T2 x [0, t]). Hence, such a homeomorphism H will extend
h and H*: πλ{K x T2) —>πλ{B4 x T2) will commute with the projection
to π^T2). That is, the long, but elementary, 8-step proof given for
Theorem III. 3.1 of [8] applies here, essentially word for word, except
the homotopy equivalence g: D x Tk -+Bn x Tk used there is now
replaced by H: Kx T 2 -> J54 x T2 (also AczD corresponds to L3aK).
The proof only requires some of the geometrical results of [5] and [7].

COROLLARY 3. Suppose L3 is a PL homotopy 3-sphere contained
as a subcomplex of a simplίcίal homotopy 4-manifold L\ If U is
homotopy equivalent to S* then

( i ) (L4 x E2, U x E2) p* (S4 x E2

y S3 x E2)y as pairs, so that the
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homeomorphism is bounded on the E2 factor (here (S4, S3) p& {ΣΔ\ A4)),
and

(ii) (Σ2L\ Σ2L3) f* (Σ2S\ Σ2S3), as pairs, so that the homeomor-
phism carries the first suspension circle canonically onto the second
suspension circle (as in Proposition 1). (Also see Corollary 5.4 of [10].)

Proof. Since U c L4 and L4 is homotopy equivalent to S4, we can
express L4 as Kx U K29 where Kx Π K2 = U and each of Kx and K2 is
a contractible finite homogeneous 4-complex. We claim K€ x E2 (i = l
and 2) is a 6-manifold with boundary L3 x E2. For, by Corollary 1,
U x E*1 is locally flat in the 5-manifold L4 x E\ Hence L3 x E2 is
locally flat in the 6-manifold L4 x E*2 and U x J572 separates L4 x .E2

into the two 6-manifolds K, x £r2 and K2 x S 2 .
Hence, we now can apply Proposition 2 to each of K1 and K2

using the same h: U x T2—>S3 x T2 in each case. That is, for i = l
and 2, there exists a homeomorphism H^ Ki x Γ2—>JS| x T 2 extending
& such that (#*)*: π^Ki x T 2 ) - ^ ^ ! ^ ! x Γ2) commutes with the projec-
tion to π,{T2). Let H: L4 x T 2 - > S 4 x T 2 be the homeomorphism
defined by i J | ^, x r 2 = Hif where S4 — B\ (J -B .̂ We note H\ LzXT2 car-
ries L3 x T2 onto S 3 x T2 and iϊ*: πx(L4 x T2) — TΓ^S4 X T2) com-
mutes with the projection to π^T2). But then, any homeomorphism
H: L4 x E2 -+ S4 x E2 covering H is bounded on the E2 factor. That
is, ίί satisfies \\y — p2 ° 5{x, y)\\< constant, for all (cc, y) e L4 x E2,
where p2 denotes the projection p2: S4 x E2 —* E2. Thus

(L4 x E2, V x E2) ^ (S4 x E2, S3 x E2)

so as to be bounded on the E2 factor and hence conclusion ( i ) holds.
By embedding L4 x E2 in Σ2L4 = L'^S1 and S4 x E2 in Σ2S4 =

S4*S1 in the obvious manner, a homeomorphism H: Σ2L4 —> Σ2S4 can
be defined simply as the composition

(L4*SX) - S 1 * L4 x E2-^S4 x E2 >(S4*S1) - S1

on (L'xS1) - S1 and the identity: S'-^S1 on S 1 (refer to the proof
of Theorem III. 3.2, (ii) of [8]). Thus (^2L4, Σ2S3) ~ (Σ2S\ Σ2S3) and
(ii) holds.

COROLLARY 4. Suppose L4 is a simplicial homotopy ^-manifold
contained as a subcomplex of a simplicial homotopy 5-manifold ZΛ
If Ώ is homotopy equivalent to S% for i — 4 and 5, then

(0&L\ O^L4) ** (E\ Eδ) ,

where OΊ^ΊJ C OΊ^U is the natural embedding as an open subcone
and Eδ = E5 x 0 c E6.
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Proof. Since L5 is a 5-manifold ([14] or Remark 2) homotopy
equivalent to S\ U *** S6 [5]. Thus O^U ^ E\ As we have noted
•earlier, since L4 is homotopy equivalent to S4, ΣL4 ρ& S5 and
O^L4 ~ EK

The proof is now quite similar to the proof of Corollary 1. That
is, let ΣU — v*L5*w (WS6). Then ΣL4 = v*L4*w is a subcomplex
of ΣU. Let x denote an arbitrary vertex of L4. Then lk(xf L5) = L4

is a simplicial homotopy 4-manifold homotopy equivalent to S4 and
lk(x, U) = L3 is a PL homotopy 3-sphere. By Corollary 3,

(v * (# * L4 * 7/) * w, v*(x*L3*y)*w) ?& (a*(b*S4*c)*d, a * (6 * S3 * c) * d) ,

as pairs, with v*{x*y)*w going to α*(δ*c)*d. Then, as in the
proof of Corollary 1, it follows that O^L4 c OΊ^U is a closed embed-
ding of E5 in E6 that is locally flat modulo the vertex of the open
cone O^L4. Again by [11], O^L4 is flat in O^L5 and hence

(OίfL5, O^L4) P* (E\ E5) .

COROLLARY 5. Suppose N5 is a simplicial homotopy 5-manifold
contained as a subcomplex of the simplicial homotopy 6-manifold M6.
Then N6 is a topological 5-manifold embedded in the topological 6-
manifold M6 so as to be topologically locally flat.

Proof. The proof follows by Remark 2 and by considering link
pairs, making use of Corollary 4, as we did in the proof of Corollary
2, where we made use of Corollary 1.

4* The main results*

THEOREM 1. Suppose Mn (n ̂ 1 ) is a simplicial homotopy n-
manifoldy Nn~1 is a simplicial homotopy (n-l)-manifold that is a
subcomplex of Mn, and when n or % — 1 = 4 the corresponding com-
plex is also a topological (closed) n or (n-ΐ)-manifold. Then Nn~ι is
a topological closed (n-l)-manifold embedded in the topological n-mani-
fold Mn so as to be topologically locally flat. Moreover, if N"1"1 ^ S^1

and Mn^Sn, then {Mn, Nn~ι) & (ΣΔ%, Δn).

Proof. We first recall that Mn is a topological π-manifold and
Nn~λ is a topological (Vl)-manifold for all n ^ 1. This follows by [14],
or Remark 2, for n or n-1 Φ 4, and by assumption, for n or n-1 = 4.

For n ^ 3, each of Mn and iV""1 are PL manifolds and the result
is well known (in fact, N%~x is PL locally flat in Mn for these cases).
We now consider N3aM4. Let v denote an arbitrary vertex of N\
Then (lk(v, Λf4), lk(v, N3)) - (L3, U) is a pair, such that L3 is a PL
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homotopy 3-sphere and L2 is a PL 2-sphere, Thus L2 is (PL) locally
flat in L\ Since MA is a topological 4-manifold, OϊfU & E\ Hence,
since for any vertex v e iV3, the corresponding L2 c L3 is locally flat,
it follows that given any v e N3, OΊ^L2 c OΊ^U is a closed embed-
ding of E3 in i?4 so as to be locally flat except perhaps for the vertex
v of the open cone OC^L\ By [11], O^fU is flat in O^ΊJ and
hence, N3 is topologically locally flat in M\ Hence, for n ^ 4, if

by [1] that (M% N^1) ^ (ΣΔ\ An).
For n = 5 or β, the result follows by Corollary 2 or Corollary 5,

respectively. The proof for n ^ 7 now follows by induction. That
is, consider Nn~ι c AP for some fixed n ^ 7 and suppose we know the
result for all A:, 1 ^ fc < %. Let v be a vertex of N^1 and consider
the pair (lk(v, Mn), lk(v, Nn~1)) = {Ln~\ Ln~2). Since w - 2 ^ 5, L ^ 2 is
a topological (^-2)-sphere and Ln~γ is a topological (w-l)-sphere (refer
to Remark 2). By induction, Ln~2aLn"1 is topologically locally flat.
By [1], (L»-\ Ln~2) ^ {ΣAn~\ An~l). Hence

(OΐTZΛ-1, O^?Ln~2) a* (En, E"-1) ,

and it follows that Nn~ι is topologically locally flat in ikP. Therefore,
by induction and [1], the result follows for all n.

COROLLARY 6. Suppose Mn is a topological closed n-manifold
triangulated as a simplicial complex and Nn~ι is a topological closed
(n-1)-manifold contained in Mn as a subcomplex. If either

(1) n ^ 5, and for n = 5, we assume that the given triangulation
of M5 also makes it into a simplicial homotopy ^-manifold, or

(2) the answer to the Simplifield Double Suspension Problem is
always NO (refer to the introduction),

then N71-1 is locally flat in Mn. Also, if Nn~ι ^ S71'1 and Mn ^ Sn

r

then (Mn, N71'1) ^ (ΣJn, > ) .

Proof. The result in case (1) follows from Theorem 1, since any
triangulated closed topological ^-manifold is a simplicial homotopy
^-manifold, if n ^ 4. The result in case (2) also follows from
Theorem 1, since, by [8], our assumption implies that all triangulated
manifolds are simplicial homotopy manifolds (also recall our comments
in the introduction).

THEOREM 2. Suppose Mn is either ( i ) a simplicial homotopy n-
manifold, where n^5, or (ii) a triangulated closed topological n-
manifold, where n^ί. Then Mn is triangulated so as to be locally
flat on each open simplex.
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Proof. We first note, given any (w-fc-l)-simplex σn~k~ι e Mn, then
int σn~k~ι has a neighborhood U — st(σn~k~\ Mn) homeomorphic to
(O^Lk) x En~k~\ where Lk = lk{σn~k-\ Mn). In fact, we claim that
(U, intα^-*-1) ** ((O^Lk) x En~k~\ c x En~k-1) as pairs, where c is the
"vertex" of OifZA That is, given any

o1*-*-1 e ikfn, ( j ^ - 1 * Lfc = sίίff*-*-1, Mn)

is a closed neighborhood of intσ*"*"1. Let β{σn~k~ι) denote the bary-
center of σn~k~\ Then

σn~k~ι carried to Sn~k~2*c in a natural fashion. Now

(Sn~k-2*{c*Lk)} - Sn~k~2 P* En-k-' x {c*Lk} ,

in a natural fashion, with (Sn~k-2*c) - Sn~k~2 going to En-k~ι x c.
Hence, the natural homeomorphism going from U — st(σn~k~\ Mn) to

has the desired properties.
Since Lk ρ& Sk, except perhaps for k = 3 or 4 (refer to Remark

2), it is clear that mtσn~~k~1 is locally flat in Mn, except perhaps for
k = 3 or 4. We recall, that L4 x ί/1 is a manifold and by assumption
L4 is homotopy equivalent to S4. Hence, as we noted earlier
O ^ L 4 ^ JE5. We can certainly suppose O ^ L 4 ^ i?5, so that c is car-
ried to the origin of E5. Hence, int an~k~ι is locally flat in Mn, except
perhaps for k = 3

Clearly, int σn~4 is locally flat for n = 4. We now claim that
int 0 w~4 is locally flat for all n ^ 5. That is, we will show that
En~* x (OΐTL3) w £ r w- 4 x £/4, so that £;w-4 x c goes to En~" x ^4, where
θ4 is the origin of E\ This follows for w = 5, since E1 x (O^L 3 ) ^
J5;1 x ( O ^ S 3 ) (refer to Remark 1) ̂  E1 x ί/4, sending ί/1 x c to
i?1 x ^4. Now this holds for any 3-dimensional link in Mn (n ̂  6)
and hence,

En~' x {O^U) = En~5 x (Eι x (Oίf L3)) ^ £;%-5 x (E1 x £;4)

- Ϊ 7 - 4 x E* ,

with ΐ;^-4 x c going to ί/̂ -5 X (E1 X ̂ 4) = En~4 x <?4.

THEOREM 3. Suppose Mn is a sίmplicial homotopy n-manίfold,
Nk is a simplicial homotopy k-manifold that is a subcomplex of
Mn, and for n or k = 4 the corresponding complex is also a to-
pological (closed) n or k-manifold. If n-k >̂ 3, then Nk is topologically
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locally flat in Mn. In particular, if Mn ^ Sn and Nk ^ Sk, then

(M\ Nk) & (Σn~kΛk+\ > + 1 ) .

Proof. The proof is by induction on k. The result for k ^ 3
follows from [2] (Theorem 5.4), since Nk is PL and each open sim-
plex of Nk is locally flat in Mn (by Theorem 2).

Now suppose k = 4 (and hence n^Ί). Let v be a vertex of N4

and consider the pair (lk(v, Mn), lk{v, N4)). Then Ln~" = lk(v, Mn) is
a triangulated (n-1) -sphere (by Remark 2) containing the PL homotopy
3-spere L3 = lk(v, N4) as a subcomplex. But then, by the first para-
graph, U is locally flat in Ln~ι^Sn-\ Hence, O&L*~ι z> 0<t?U and

& E4 (since N4 is a topological 4-manifold) is locally flat in
ι ^ En, except perhaps for the vertex v of the cone. It

follows then that N4 c Mn is locally flat in Mn except perhaps for a
subset P° of the vertices of N4. Since P° is a locally finite poly-
hedron in int M, w — 4 ^ 3, each open simplex of P° is locally flat
in int M" and in int N4, n-dim P° > 4, and Nk - P° is locally flat in
ikP, it follows by Theorem 5.3 of [2] that Nk is locally flat in Mn

(also see Corollary 7.2 of [3]).

Now suppose k — 5. We again take a vertex v e N5 and consider
the pair (ί/φ, Mw), (ife(v, N5)) = (Ln~\ L4). Then Ln~ι is a triangulated
(^-1)-sphere containing the simplicial homotopy 4-manifold L4 as a
subcomplex. It is not too difficult to see that L4 can be considered
as a PL 4-manifold modulo a subset V of the vertices of L4. Hence,
by the above case for k = 4, L4 — V is locally flat in Ln~ι-V.
Therefore, v*L4av*Ln~1 is locally flat in v*Ln~ι except perhaps for
v*V. Thus N6dMn is locally flat except perhaps for a subset Pι

of the 1-skeleton of ΛP. Again it follows by Theorem 5.3 of [2] that
Nδ is locally flat in Mn (also see Theorem 7.3 of [3]).

Thus if Nk c Mn, n - k ^ 3 and k ^ 5, then iV* is locally flat in
M \ It follows then that if Mn ** Sn, Nk ^ Sk, n- k^3 and k ^ 5,
then SΛ is flat in Sn [15]. We now suppose ά ^ 6. Then for every
vertex v e Nk, (lk(v, Mn), lk(v, Nk)) is a simplicial homotopy sphere
pair. Since k ^ 6, lk(v, Mn), (lk(v, Nk)) is also a topological sphere pair,
and by induction and [15], lk(v, Nk) is flat in lk(v, Mn). But then,

st(v, Nk) ^ O^lk{v, Nk) c Oίflk(v, Mn) ™ st(v, Mn)

is locally flat and hence, Nk is locally flat in Mn.

COROLLARY 7. Suppose the answer to the Simplified Double
Suspension Problem is always NO. If Mn is a triangulated closed
topological n-manifold, Nk is a closed topological k-manifold that is
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also a subcomplex of Mn, and n-k >̂ 3, then Nk is topologίcally locally
flat in Mn.

This follows immediately from [8] and Theorem 3.

THEOREM 4. (A.) Suppose for some integers n> k, n-k Φ 2, there
exist a triangulated closed n-manifold Mn and a closed k-manifold
Nk such that Nk is a subcomplex of Mn, but Nk is not locally flat in
Mn at some point. Then, one of Mn or Nk is not a simplicial homo-
topy manifold, and there exists a positive answer to the Simplified
Double Suspension Problem.

(B.) Suppose Mn is a triangulated closed n-manifold, but is not
a simplicial homotopy n-manifold. Then there exists a finite con-
tractible complex Kcz Em aSm (for some m ^ 4) with πι(Em — K) Φ 0
such that {EmjK) x E1 is locally Euclidean (i.e., a positive answer to
the Simplified Double Suspension Problem). Moreover, if W is a
regular neighborhood of K in Em and D is a PL (m-l)-cell in BdW then

( i ) π^βdW) Φ 0 and Σ2(BdW) ** Sm+1 gives a non-combinatorial
triangulation of SmΛ1 and is itself not a simplicial homotopy (ra+1)-
manίfold,

(ii) Σ2(BdD) is a PL m-sphere in the triangulated {m-\-l)-sphere
Σ\BdW) such that Σ\BdD) bounds the PL(m+l)-cell Σ\D), but
Σ2{BdW) — Σ2(D) is not simply connected, and

(iii) Σ2(BdW) is a triangulated (m+l)-sphere in the PL(m+2)-
sphere Σ2Sn such that one component of Σ2Sm — Σ2(BdW) is homeomor-
phic to Em+2, while the other is not simply connected.

(Thus, if the polyhedral Schoenflies conjecture is false, then there
exist counterexamples to the polyhedral Schoenflies conjectures of
both type I and type II discussed in [6].)

Proof of (A.). This follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 3
and Corollaries 6 and 7.

Proof of (B.). This follows from the results in [8]. We have
already noted the equivalence of the statement that all triangulated
manifolds are simplicial homotopy manifolds and the statement that
the answer to the Simplified Double Suspension Problem is always
NO. The remaining conclusions follow from Theorem II. 2.4, (iii) of
[8]. However, since the remaining conclusions are easy to obtain and
their proofs are quite illustrative, we will indicate them briefly here.

Hence, suppose K is a finite contractibe complex in Em such that
πSβm - K) Φ 0, but (Em/K) x E1 is locally Euclidean. Since K is
contractible, W is a compact contractible PL m-manifold with nonempty
boundary. By Poincare duality, BdW has the homology groups of S9""1.
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Since πx(Em — K) Φ 0, it follows by Van Kampen's theorem that
π,(BdW) Φ 0. Since W - K ^ BdW x [0,1) (since If is a regular
neighborhood of K and we can also suppose that K a int W) and
(Em/K) x E1 is locally Euclidean, it follows that Σ(BdW) x E1 is
locally Euclidean. Hence, Σ2 {BdW) is a topological (m + 1)-manifold
and by [1], Σ2 (BdW) ^ Sm+1 (these ideas are also discussed in greater
detail in [9]). Since the link of any vertex in the suspension circle
of Σ2(BdW) is Σ(BdW) and π,(BdW) Φ 0, it follows that Σ(BdW) is
not even topologically homeomorphic to Sw; hence, Σ2(BdW) is not a
PL (m+l)-manifold. Since the link of any 1-simplex in the suspen-
sion circle is BdW and πx(BdW) Φ 0, Σ2(BdW) is not a simplicial
homotopy (m + l)-manifold.

To see that Σ2(BdW) — Σ2D is not simply connected, we note
that Σ2(BdW) - Σ2D ™ (BdW - D) x E2 and π,(BdW - D) =
πt(BdW) Φ 0. Finally, we consider Ka Wa Sm and let V = S m - int W.
Since πλ(V) = π^S™ - K) Φ 0 and

Σ2Sm - Σ2(BdW) ~ (Sm - BdW) xE2= {int W x E2} U {int V x E2} ,

the last conclusion follows. That is, int V x E2 is not simply con-
nected and by [16], int W x E2 = Em+2.
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